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Rating: 4 out of 10 Molecule is based on Atomix (a DOS game from 1990). There are also some free clones like
Atomiks. I don't know if the puzzles of this version differ from Atomix and the free clones, but this version seems to

have a few more levels, no time limit and also some nicer visuals. The quality of the puzzles is questionable, since I beat
the world record even of later puzzles on my first try (and I am no puzzle expert). Some more detailed statistics to

compare own results as in Zachtronics games would have been nice.. Rating: 4 out of 10 Molecule is based on Atomix (a
DOS game from 1990). There are also some free clones like Atomiks. I don't know if the puzzles of this version differ
from Atomix and the free clones, but this version seems to have a few more levels, no time limit and also some nicer

visuals. The quality of the puzzles is questionable, since I beat the world record even of later puzzles on my first try (and
I am no puzzle expert). Some more detailed statistics to compare own results as in Zachtronics games would have been

nice.. A fun little game to pass the time, somewhat challenging at times and you get to learn a little bit about chemisty in
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the process.. It's a good game and good to train up your brain .. This game is great! I downloaded it while waiting for a
much larger game to download and found myself quite addicted to it! I got stuck on a few levels, and would stop playing

it but as soon as I stopped my brain would find a solution and I'd be right back at it again! Great game. Thank you.
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